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Abstract
Databases are essential components within large software landscapes, since
they are employed in almost every information system. Based on the growing complexity of software systems and a steadily increasing amount of data
which is collected, processed, and stored in databases, it is difficult to obtain
a live overview of these software landscapes. This often leads to an insufficient knowledge of the actual internal structure and behavior of employed
databases. Furthermore, databases are often involved in performance issues
within information systems.
A solution to these problems is employing live visualizations of databases
and related communication from applications within the software landscape.
These visualizations allow operators to understand their databases in detail and to analyze database queries performed by applications. Based on
established visualization concepts like the entity relationship diagrams and
the 3D city metaphor, operators can be supported in the task of database
comprehension. Established monitoring techniques, like dynamic and static
analysis, can be used to capture necessary information from applications and
databases.
In this paper, we present our live visualization approach of databases and
associated communication for large software landscapes. Our visualization
offers two different views – a landscape-level and a database-level perspective.
The landscape-level perspective provides an overview of monitored applications and related databases. The database-level perspective reveals database
schemas within a database, shows contained tables and relationships, and
allows for the inspection of executed queries based on the monitoring information collected at runtime.
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1

Introduction

Large software landscapes often consist of a large number of systems, applications, and communication links. Usually these systems employ databases,
which provide well-defined interfaces for retrieving, storing, and processing
application data. Databases are pivotal components in large software landscapes and are affected by the growing complexity and evolutionary progression of software systems. In combination with the steadily increasing
amount of data, it is difficult to maintain a live overview of these software
landscapes, database-related communication, and connected databases. This
often leads to insufficient knowledge of the actual structure and behavior of
related databases. Additionally, databases are often involved in performance
issues within software systems [1]. Therefore, it is necessary to (i) monitor
database queries invoked by applications, (ii) analyze connected databases,
and (iii) present the gathered information in an appropriate visualization.
Software landscapes are often visualized with UML-based deployment diagrams [2] or modified versions to keep an overview of the landscape and
included application systems [3]. Databases by contrast are commonly represented by entity relationship diagrams [4]. To the best of our knowledge,
there exists no visualization approach, which offers a software landscape facilitating the communication between applications and databases on the one
hand, and the internal structure and actual usage of databases on the other
hand.
In [5] we already described problems caused by missing or inappropriate database monitoring and visualization and presented a first sketch of
a solution approach. In this paper, we propose an improved live visualization approach, which employs a combination of two different, complementary
representations, to support the comprehension process of databases and related communication for large software landscapes. Our visualization offers
two different views – a landscape-level and a database-level perspective. This
combination of visualizations enables operators to understand their databases
in detail and analyze database queries invoked by applications at runtime.
Based on accepted visualization concepts like the entity relationship diagrams
and the 3D city metaphor [6], operators can be supported in the task of
database comprehension. We apply established analysis techniques, namely
dynamic and static analysis, to capture necessary information from applications and databases. Possible scenarios of our approach are exploration and
enhanced software landscape and database comprehension.
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Figure 1: Overview of our RACCOON database behavior live visualization
approach
In summary, our main contributions are:
• An interactive live monitoring and visualization approach for databases
and related communication
• A UML- and data-flow-oriented landscape-level visualization providing
an overview of applications and related databases
• A database-level visualization based on the entity relationship diagrams
and the 3D city metaphor showing the internal structure of a database
and executed queries at runtime
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our approach. Afterwards, we present an overview of our visualization
in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss related work. Finally, the conclusions
are drawn and open questions are delineated in Section 5.
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The Raccoon Approach

Our database behavior live visualization approach includes four consecutive
activities (A1 to A4), which are briefly described in the following. Figure 1
illustrates an overview of the activities in our approach.
A1 – Monitoring: Within a software landscape existing applications and
related databases are monitored. We collect conducted database queries in
each application, detect which databases are used, and query these databases
for structural information directly via their APIs. The results will be provided in form of a data stream, which contains monitoring logs (applications)
and structural information (databases).
A2 – Analysis: In order to further process the monitoring information,
we need to analyze it. Analyzing database queries contains basically two
steps – (i) reconstructing the collected monitoring data into corresponding
database queries and (ii) aggregating similar ones. For structural information
gathered directly from databases, we take the results from the queried APIs
and preprocess them for the next activity. Furthermore, we need to store the
processed information. The result of this activity is a persistent data model
for the whole software landscape, which contains the monitored applications,
databases, and their communication among each other. This enables a live
visualization of our reconstructed landscape and databases.
A3 – Transformation: To enable a visualization of our database queries
and related databases, we need to transform the data model into a visualization model. This is a necessary step, as the visualization model should only
contain relevant information for the requested perspective.
A4 – Navigation: Our live database visualization offers two perspectives.
The operator is able to view and navigate between them. Each perspective
is different and focuses on distinct use-cases – either getting an overview of
the software landscape or detailed information of a specific database. Therefore, each perspective employs a different visualization metaphor. Thus, we
provide separated views on the landscape-level and database-level within
the software landscape. In the following section, we describe the two perspectives, their interaction capabilities, and the navigation between them in
detail.
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Figure 2: Landscape-level visualization: communication between systems,
applications, and databases in a software landscape
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Live Visualization of Database Behavior

In this section, we present our database behavior live visualization approach
for large software landscapes. It consists of two, complementary perspectives,
namely a landscape-level and a database-level perspective. The first perspective employs a UML-based 2D visualization of the reconstructed software
landscape. The landscape includes monitored applications and databases
and shows performed their interactions among each other. The second perspective offers a detailed view of a single database by showing its included
tables, columns, and relationships. Additionally, executed database queries
are visualized in form of connections between tables. Both perspectives avoid
problematic color combinations and employ a color vision impaired color design as described in [7]. Thus, we only need one color scheme and support
impaired operators from the beginning.
Operators need an appropriate visualization of databases for large software landscapes for comprehension and planning tasks. As databases are
affected by evolutionary changes, it is necessary to keep track of changes in
the database or queries invoked by applications. This situation requires a live
monitoring of relevant applications and databases in order to update the visualizations based on monitoring information. Thus, the analysis rests upon
two techniques – (i) dynamic analysis, which implies database communication invoked by applications during runtime, and (ii) static analysis, which
7

embodies the internal structure of a database, namely databases schemas
and comprised objects like tables, columns, constraints, and statistical information.
In order to ease the comprehension process for operators, we provide a
consistent layout as described in [8]. Changes detected by the monitoring are
processed and stored in the data model, transformed into the visualization
model, and finally illustrated in an updated visualization. In the following,
we use the SQL (Structured Query Language) terminology.

3.1

Landscape-Level Perspective

The landscape-level perspective is based upon the UML deployment diagram [2] and provides an overview of the reconstructed software landscape
containing monitored applications and databases. Additionally, we employ a
data-flow diagram direction-oriented layout [9], i.e., the data flows from the
left (source) to the right (target). In order to distinguish between systems,
applications, and databases, we employ UML stereotypes (‹‹stereotype››).
A sketch of this visualization is displayed in Figure 2. It shows systems (‹‹device››), included monitored applications (‹‹application››), and database systems (‹‹database system» – showing the vendor) with contained databases
(cylinder with the database name). Furthermore, we visualize the communication (edge – colored ) between applications and databases. The thickness
of an edge represents the amount of communication, i.e., the more database
queries are executed, the thicker the edge. Once a new monitored object is
observed, a respective visualization object is integrated into the landscape.
Additionally, we support an automatic visual clustering of similar objects
like systems, applications, and databases into hierarchical groups (indicated
by the symbol +). This allows us to provide a visual abstraction of monitored
objects, which occur more than once within the landscape. By clicking on
the symbol (+) the operator is able to reveal individuals of the hierarchical
group. For example, the ‹‹database system›› DB2 is running multiple times
within the ‹‹device›› 10.0.1.41 containing the database Core. Moreover, the
operator is able to cluster devices, which contain applications and databases
(represented by an dashed rectangle with a name and a G in the upper
right corner), into logical groups. This feature allows him to add further
semantics to the visualization for planning or documentation purposes, e.g.,
redeployments or migrations. Finally, the detailed view of a specific database
(database-level perspective) is provided by clicking on the respective database
within the landscape-level visualization.
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(a) Database tables, relationships, and executed queries
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Figure 3: Mockup of the database-level visualization: tables, relationships,
and executed queries in a single database (Core (DB2))
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3.2

Database-Level Perspective

The database-level perspective is based on the 3D city metaphor [6], a well
established representation in the area of software engineering, and the entity relationship diagrams [4], which is a commonly used visualization for
relational databases. The visualization shows the internal structure and executed queries within a single database. Figure 3a sketches the database
tables, relationships, and performed queries during runtime in the database
Core (DB 2). The 3D city metaphor basically provides three different kinds
of visualized objects (districts, buildings, and streets). In the following, we
describe (i) what information is represented by these objects and (ii) how
they behave.
Districts: Each database (schema) contains one root district. This district is displayed as a round layer with a fixed height (colored ), as shown
in Figure 3a, and acts as a foundation for included tables and relationships.
Buildings: Tables within our database (schema) form buildings within the
3D city metaphor (e.g., the table Product). Each table is visualized as a
rectangular box (colored ) with a dynamic height. The default metric used
for the height is based on the absolute number of rows stored in the table.
It is also possible to apply other metrics, e.g., the number of times the table was involved in queries. Additionally, tables can be opened in order to
reveal their columns, as shown in Figure 3b, and thus become districts. Fur10

thermore, columns within a table are visualized by small rectangular boxes
(colored in several colors) with a fixed height. Figure 4 illustrates the semantics of the representation. We separate the columns of a table into three
groups based on their constraints. The first group includes columns with
a primary key (PK – colored ). The second group contains columns with
a foreign key (FK – colored ). The third group comprises columns that
either have a different constraint (e.g., not null – colored ) or no constraint
(colored ). The layout is based on a single-column (PK), multiple-column
(others), and single-column (FK) alignment. Further columns are added in
direction of the dashed arrow (PK and FK: south, others: south-east). In order to ease distinguishing between the groups, we employ dividers. Figure 5
shows a zoomed-in visualization of the opened table Product. It illustrates
the contained and colored columns, separated by the dividers into the three
groups mentioned above.
Streets: Streets represent the communication between tables, i.e., relationships and executed database queries during runtime. The visualization
follows the representation of communication within the landscape-level perspective. Thus, they are shown as edges (colored ) between tables and the
thickness correlates with the current amount of executed queries. Once a
table is opened, the edge connects the relevant columns (e.g., foreign keys
in a table and their corresponding counterpart as a primary key in another
table) instead of the tables (shown in Figure 3b). Hence, the operator can
directly perceive the relation between two tables.
In order to get details for database queries (between tables), the operator
can click on a communication edge. As a result, all queries, which contain
the connected tables, are shown in a sortable list with detailed information
like the number of executions, the response time, and the concrete executed
statement. This feature is particularly interesting, when conducting database
optimizations, finding performance issues [10], or evaluating database performance [11]. Another feature includes highlighting queries and tables. When
the operator selects a specific query or edge, the involved tables are highlighted. Additionally, selecting a table or related edges (database queries)
highlights involved objects for further analysis or comprehension. Finally,
the operator is able to head back to the landscape-level perspective at any
point within the visualization. In this way, he can review the software landscape or take a look at another database and vice versa.
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Figure 5: Visualized Opened table Product – showing columns, constraints,
and relationships
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Related Work

There are several approaches, which are related toward our envisioned approach, visualization, or research topic. Due to space restrictions, we only
list closely related work focusing on the visualization. ExplorViz [3], [12], [13]
is a web-based tool, which enables the monitoring and visualization of large
software landscapes. Basically, it offers two different visualization options.
The first visualization shows a reconstructed software landscape based on
monitoring information. The second visualization offers an in-detail representation of a single application and involved packages, classes, and communication. In contrast, our approach focuses on the monitoring and visualization
of databases and applications, which communicate with them, in order to facilitate software landscape and database comprehension. SynchroVis [14]
visualizes monitoring traces in 3D with the city metaphor for analyzing concurrency. DAHLIA [15] is an interactive visualization tool, which facilitates
to analyze the database usage in order to support software and database
schema evolution. The tool collects snapshots of database schemas from a
software repository based on static analysis and utilizes a 3D visualization for
exploring the monitored evolution. Recently they released version 2.0, which
includes the support for Object-Relational-Mapping frameworks [16]. Based
on this feature, the tool allows to analyze the evolution of a database over
its lifetime more precisely. In contrast to DAHLIA, our approach utilizes dynamic and static analysis to obtain a live visualization of the database and
executed database queries from associated applications. Additionally, our
approach addresses operators instead of developers. NakeDB [17] represents
a dynamic visualization tool for huge databases. The tool generates database
schema visualizations, more precisely visual graphs with color coded objects
and shapes, based on database dumps. It features dynamic searching and
filtering techniques, offers several visualization options, and provides interaction capabilities, like zooming and panning. In contrast to NakeDB, our
approach enables a live visualization of databases, shows executed queries
from applications, and provides an overview of the software landscape.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented our RACCOON approach, which (i) enables the
monitoring of applications and related databases and (ii) provides two, complementary visualization options based on the collected information. First,
we offer a landscape-level perspective, based upon UML deployment and
data-flow diagrams, which provides an overview of monitored applications
and related databases. Second, we provide an entity-relationship-diagram
inspired and 3D city metaphor -based database-level perspective, which reveals database tables and relationships within a single database. It allows the
operator to investigate the actual usage by applications. Both visualizations
share the goal to provide a visual abstraction of the monitored objects. Once
the operator requires more information, the respective visualization reveals
additional objects or data in order to support his current task. Thus, we
want to prevent overwhelming the user, when he employs our approach for
the first time. Our open questions are:
• Which layout is suitable for our landscape-level perspective, which represents the applications and databases within a large software landscape?
• How do we link databases and related artifacts (e.g. deployed software)
for our landscape-level perspective?
• Which advantage does our database-level perspective offer over traditional database diagrams like the entity relationship diagrams?
• To what extent is our approach also applicable for NoSQL databases?
• How can we successfully combine our database monitoring and visualization approach with existing Application Performance Management
tools?
• Which related approaches or tools could be employed, when evaluating
our approach within a controlled experiment?
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